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Abstract

This  study  examines  the  hitherto  unexplored  and,  some  may  argue,  absurdly  whimsical
relationship between xkcd comic publications related to mathematics and the number of first-line
supervisors of police and detectives in South Dakota. Leveraging innovative AI analysis of xkcd
comics  and  data  from  the  Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics,  our  research  team  probed  this
unconventional  pairing with fervent  curiosity  and raised eyebrows.  Surprisingly,  our  analysis
unveiled a notable correlation coefficient of 0.8594221 and p < 0.01 for the period spanning 2010
to 2022, sparking a whirlwind of speculation and chuckles in the academic community. While this
correlation may seem as improbable as a unicorn moonlighting as a tax accountant, our findings
suggest there may be more to the playful doodles of xkcd than meets the eye, at least in the
domain of law enforcement leadership. This unexpected correlation invites further investigation
into the intricate interplay between mathematical musings and management modalities, teasing
the intellect  and tickling the funny bone simultaneously.  In conclusion,  this  research offers a
glimpse into the zany, unpredictable world of statistical serendipity, reminding us that sometimes,
in the words of the inimitable xkcd, "Correlation doesn't imply causation, but it does waggle its
eyebrows suggestively and gesture furtively while mouthing 'look over there'.

1.  Introduction

The intersection of mathematics and management may seem as incongruous as a penguin
at a salsa dance competition, yet the unyielding tendrils of correlation have drawn our
attention to a most unexpected pairing: xkcd comics about math and the number of first-
line supervisors of police and detectives in South Dakota. This curious union has sparked
both bewilderment and fascination, prompting us to embark on a quest to unravel the
enigmatic bond between number crunching and crime fighting. 
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While the comic stylings of xkcd may elicit more chuckles than scholarly citations in
conventional academic discourse, the reach of its humor and insight cannot be gainsaid.
Similarly, the task of supervising law enforcement officers in the prairies of South Dakota
is no laughing matter, yet our data suggests an invisible thread binding these seemingly
disparate realms. As we delve into this unlikely connection, we tread the line between
skepticism and intrigue, mindful of the dangers of drawing premature conclusions while
remaining  open  to  the  tantalizing  prospect  of  unearthing  a  hidden  gem of  statistical
oddity. 

The aim of this study is not only to uncover a potential statistical quirk but also to invite a
deeper  consideration of  the interplay  between seemingly unrelated  domains—because
where there’s a chance of uncovering unexpected correlations, there’s also an opportunity
for laughter, curiosity, and the occasional eyebrow raise. After all, in the words of xkcd’s
perceptive creator, "Science. It works, bes."

2.  Literature Review

Various studies  have delved into the enigmatic  world of mathematical  humor and its
potential impact on diverse spheres of human activity. Smith et al. (2017) examined the
psychological effects of math-related humor on workplace productivity, while Doe and
Jones  (2019)  explored  the  use  of  mathematical  concepts  in  leadership  development
programs. Building on this foundation, our investigation probes an unexpectedly specific
intersection—the nexus between xkcd comics about math and the number of first-line
supervisors of police and detectives in South Dakota.

Turning to the realm of literature, "Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction" by Timothy
Gowers and "The Mathematics of Love: Patterns, Proofs, and the Search for the Ultimate
Equation" by Hannah Fry offer incisive perspectives on the diverse manifestations of
mathematical concepts in everyday life. Moving into the realm of fiction, the works of
Agatha Christie, particularly "The ABC Murders," provide a tantalizing, albeit tangential,
connection  to  the  world  of  law  enforcement  and  detective  work.  Additionally,  the
mathematical musings in Douglas Adams' "The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy" echo
the playful approach to complex concepts found in xkcd comics.

A curious  parallel  emerges  in  internet  culture  with  the  "This  is  Fine"  meme,  often
invoked  in  the  face  of  absurd  or  perplexing  situations.  Similarly,  the  unexpected
correlation between xkcd math comics and law enforcement supervision in South Dakota
may initially prompt a similar response—befuddlement followed by resigned acceptance.
Nevertheless,  as  we  navigate  this  uncharted  confluence  of  humor,  mathematics,  and
management,  we approach our findings  with a healthy dose of academic rigor  and a
readiness to embrace the unexpected.
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As  we  transition  from  the  familiar  landscapes  of  traditional  research  to  the  more
whimsical  terrains  of  xkcd  and  law  enforcement  statistics,  our  journey  takes  an
unexpected  turn—a  serendipitous  detour  into  the  uncharted  wilderness  of  statistical
zaniness, where correlation meets comedy and mathematics mingles with management in
an uproarious dance of scholarly speculation.

3.  Research Approach

To investigate the perplexing relationship between xkcd comics related to mathematics
and the  number  of  first-line  supervisors  of  police  and detectives  in  South  Dakota,  a
multifaceted approach was adopted. Leveraging the power of AI analysis and pulling data
from the internet as well as the Bureau of Labor Statistics, our research team navigated
the convoluted labyrinth of comic semantics and labor statistics with a mixture of fervent
determination and a healthy dose of whimsical curiosity.

The collection of data on xkcd comics was a task as intricate as untangling a ball of yarn
in a room full of playful kittens. Firstly, an extensive search was conducted to compile a
comprehensive dataset of xkcd comics specifically focused on mathematical themes. The
AI analysis then methodically dissected each comic, examining the subtle nuances and
esoteric  references  that  often characterize the works  of  xkcd.  Not  unlike threading a
needle  in  a  haystack,  the  AI  algorithm meticulously  categorized  and  scrutinized  the
mathematical content of the comics, capturing the essence of their humor and insight.

In parallel, data pertaining to the number of first-line supervisors of police and detectives
in South Dakota was obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This involved sifting
through the labyrinthine corridors of labor market information,  extracting the specific
occupational  data  for  the  designated  timeframe  spanning  from  2010  to  2022.  The
meticulous curation and verification of this labor data resembled the careful assembly of
a  jigsaw puzzle,  ensuring  that  each  piece  fit  snugly  into  the  broader  picture  of  law
enforcement supervision in South Dakota.

Once the datasets were assembled, a harmonious marriage of statistics and computational
analysis ensued. With the precision of a watchmaker delicately crafting the gears of a
timepiece, the correlation coefficient between the frequency of xkcd comics on math and
the  number  of  first-line  supervisors  of  police  and  detectives  in  South  Dakota  was
calculated.  This  involved deploying the  arsenal  of  statistical  measures  to  unravel  the
intricate web of numerical patterns, with a keen eye for subtleties that often evade casual
observation.

Furthermore, to ensure the robustness of our findings, a series of sensitivity analyses and
robustness checks were conducted. This involved subjecting the data to various stress
tests and hypothetical scenarios, akin to stress-testing a bridge to ascertain its resilience.
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Through this rigorous validation process, the reliability and consistency of the observed
correlation were scrutinized, reinforcing the solidity of our statistical inferences.

In summary, the unearthing of the interplay between xkcd comics and law enforcement
supervision in South Dakota hinged on a symphony of data collection, computational
analysis,  and  statistical  scrutiny.  The  fusion  of  mirthful  musings  and  labor  market
dynamics culminated in a coherent tapestry of comic correlations, beckoning us to peer
beyond  the  surface  of  statistical  serendipity  and  into  the  whimsical  world  of  xkcd's
mathematical marvels.

4.  Findings

The  analysis  of  the  data  spanning  the  years  2010  to  2022  revealed  a  noteworthy
correlation between the number of xkcd comics related to mathematics and the number of
first-line supervisors of police and detectives in South Dakota. The correlation coefficient
was calculated to be 0.8594221, with an r-squared value of 0.7386063 and p < 0.01. This
robust  correlation  coefficient  suggests  a  strong positive  relationship  between the  two
variables, akin to finding a rare antique in a thrift store – surprising, improbable, and
likely to raise a few eyebrows.

The scatterplot in Figure 1 visually represents this significant correlation, displaying a
clear  and  compelling  pattern  of  mathematical  musings  and  managerial  prowess
intertwining in an inexplicably harmonious manner. The visual representation of the data
is as striking as a well-timed punchline in a room full of mathematicians – almost too
good to be true, yet undeniably captivating.

These findings prompt us to ponder the whimsical and inexplicable nature of statistical
associations, reminding us that beneath the surface of mundane datasets lies the potential
for unexpected connections to emerge. While the relationship between xkcd comics and
law enforcement leadership may seem as outlandish as a penguin navigating a dance
floor, our research underscores the unfathomable intricacies of correlation that transcend
the boundaries of conventional wisdom.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In conclusion, our analysis of the correlation between xkcd comics on mathematics and
the number of first-line supervisors of police and detectives in South Dakota offers a
thought-provoking glimpse  into  the  quirkier  side  of  statistical  inquiry,  combining the
rigors of academic investigation with the playfulness of chance discovery. It challenges
us  to  consider  the  extraordinary  possibilities  that  lie  within  the  realm of  correlation,
affirming that in the tapestry of data,  humor,  curiosity, and statistical  significance are
woven together in unexpected harmony.

5.  Discussion on findings

The peculiar  but  intriguing correlation  uncovered  in  this  study between xkcd comics
related to mathematics and the number of first-line supervisors of police and detectives in
South Dakota raises substantial questions about the potential influence of mathematical
humor on leadership roles within the law enforcement sector. Our findings align with
previous research by Smith et al. (2017) and Doe and Jones (2019), who have delved into
the psychological effects of mathematical humor and the use of mathematical concepts in
leadership development programs, respectively. These prior studies, although seemingly
unrelated  to  the  present  enquiry,  may  inadvertently  lend  credence  to  the  unexpected
relationship we have unearthed.

The curious parallel identified in our literature review, between the "This is Fine" meme
and the puzzling correlation under investigation, serves as a light-hearted reminder that
amidst the stern rigor of academic inquiry, there exist unexplored realms of whimsy and
mirth. Indeed, much like the unlikely plot twists in a detective novel, the convergence of
mathematical  musings and management  modalities  in the context  of law enforcement
supervision in South Dakota both astounds and amuses.

The unexpected correlation coefficient of 0.8594221 and p < 0.01 serves as a testament to
the  unanticipated  congruence  between  seemingly  disparate  entities—analogous  to
stumbling upon a treasure trove of sly wit in the dusty annals of academia. Our results not
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only substantiate the existence of this statistically robust relationship but also underscore
the  capricious  nature  of  statistical  associations,  reinforcing  the  timeless  adage  that
"correlation doesn't imply causation, but it does wave a flag and say, 'Hey, look at that!'"
(xkcd, 2025).

The  scatterplot  depicting  this  remarkable  correlation  is  as  clear  and compelling  as  a
meticulously crafted pun—perhaps surprising at first glance, yet undeniably satisfying
upon closer inspection. Like the well-timed punchline in a room full of mathematicians,
the  visual  representation  of  the  data  captivates  the  discerning  eye,  hinting  at  the
harmonious interplay between mathematical whimsy and supervisory prowess.

In scrutinizing this offbeat correlation, we are prompted to contemplate the interplay of
chance and significance in the world of statistical inquiry. As we navigate the whimsical
landscape of xkcd comics and law enforcement statistics, our unsuspecting foray into the
territory of statistical zaniness is akin to embarking on an impromptu adventure through
the uncharted wilderness of knowledge—an expedition that unfailingly leaves us with
more questions than answers.

In sum, our research contributes to the multifaceted tapestry of statistical  inquiry and
humor-infused academic exploration, unraveling the enigma of the xkcd nexus between
math  and  management  in  law  enforcement  with  scholarly  aplomb.  This  unexpected
correlation,  while  as  improbable  as  a  penguin  navigating  a  dance  floor,  offers  a
compelling reminder of the endlessly surprising connections that await discovery within
the labyrinthine realm of statistical serendipity.

6.  Conclusion

In  the  wacky  world  of  statistical  exploration,  our  study  has  opened  a  door  to  the
unexpected  and  the  inexplicable.  The  correlation  between  xkcd  comics  related  to
mathematics and the number of first-line supervisors of police and detectives in South
Dakota, with a coefficient of 0.8594221 and p < 0.01, is as surprising as finding a four-
leaf clover in a field of quadratic equations. This correlation may raise more eyebrows
than a  magician with alopecia,  but  it  beckons us to  consider  the intricate tapestry of
numerical wit and law enforcement leadership.

As we ponder the enigmatic nexus between math-laden comics and the supervision of
crime fighters in the Mount Rushmore State, we are reminded of the whimsical nature of
statistical inquiry. Much like a well-crafted joke, this correlation nudges the intellect and
prompts a wry smile of scholarly bemusement. The very possibility of such an unlikely
pairing challenges us to tread between the realms of conventional wisdom and statistical
serendipity, for in the words of the musings of improbable conundrums and delightful
insights, this correlation tantalizes the mind and tickles the fancy. 
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In light of these findings, we assert that no further research is needed in this domain, as
we believe this study has sufficiently tickled our intellect while leaving us contemplating
the quirks of statistical relationships and the unexpected amusement that lies within. This
correlation has, in its own way, etched a comic relief in the annals of scholarly inquiry.
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